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“Sharing the importance of the environment
through the game 'Logy and Nomy'"
Date: 27th July 2017
Time: 1:00p.m to 2:00p.m
Place: MAJA classroom
In Charge: Kenny & Obito

Introducing Logy and Nomy game to the
students.

TYCA AND GAME RULES
Before starting the Logy & Nomy game, we share our experiences in TYCA and how we happened to step upon the
game called Logy&Nomy, as well as explaining the origin and the rules of the game.
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During the Game …..

Before the start of the game, we let two
player control a country.
Even though we faced some minor
difficulties getting the players get used to
the game, the players, however, showed
interest towards it.
As Logy&Nomy resembles Monopoly, it
didn’t take much time for the players to get
adapted to the rules and their decisions
making.
In fact, the players took the game too
seriously that we had to extend the trading
time for their negotiations,
Yet, it’s not always easy to make a fair give
and take between countries as profitable
trade always play a huge role when it
comes to industrialization.

AFTER THE GAME
Outcome of the game and the players’ reaction;
During one hour of gameplay, all of the students grasped the idea of ways to play the game and understood the
quizzes given upon their cards withdrawal. Not only the game proves effective to enhance their teamwork and
unity, it also make them realize the environmental consequences and their chain reactions.

Award giving;
Books were awarded to the countries with the most income and most trees. As ironic as it may sound, Industrial
country won the Champion prize and the Forest country won the Forest prize.
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To make the game more interesting, we
restricted some actions with the hope to
create a responsible manufacturing to
maintain a sustainable environment, in
terms of ecosystem and society.
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Presentation about TYCA and experiences we
gained from Japan.

Date: 6th August 2017
Time: 2:00p.m to 3:00p.m
Place: MAJA classroom
Speakers: Obito & Kenny
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Before proceeding with our final action, we
gave a small talk on our activities and roles
we played in TYCA programme, as well as
the experiences we gained, knowledge we
received, people we interact, and the most

Aim

Method

The presentation will
give a layout on what
was actually done and
achieved during TYCA
programme. This will
encourage young people
to particpate in the
future TYCA
programmes. Likewise,
the adults will get
determined on letting
their children to take
part. Refreshments will
be served at the end of
the presentation.

Using the PowerPoint
and some
explanations, we aim
to make people
understand our aim
and objective through
each slide.

Refreshment served

WITH THE HELP OF MAJA AND
STAFFS, WE WERE ABLE TO ACT
OUT OUR ACTIONS
SUCCESSFULLY.
I CAN DO THINGS YOU
CANNOT, YOU CAN DO THINGS
I CANNOT; TOGETHER WE CAN
DO GREAT THINGS
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significant of all, the bond we created.

-Mother Teresa
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